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MCCREEP - UN MODÈLE POUR ÉVALUER LE FLUAGE PAR MICROFISSURATION

AUTOUR D'UNE EXCAVATION DANS UNE MASSE ROCHEUSE INTACTE

par

B.J.S. Wilkins et G.L. Rigby

RESUME

EACL Recherche examine le stockage permanent des déchets de combustible
nucléaire dans une enceinte construite dans la roche plutonique. On a
réalisé des modèles (MCDIRC et MCROC) pour prédire le comportement mécani-
que de la roche par suite de l'excavation et de la chaleur provenant des
déchets. Le mécanisme dominant de déformation à des températures infé-
rieures à 150°C est la microfissuration qui entraîne le fluage de la roche
et la diminution de la résistance de la roche. On a réalisé MCDIRC pour
examiner la perturbation de l'état de contrainte de la roche intacte par de
longues excavations cylindriques. On se sert des données sur la propaga-
tion lente des fissures pour évaluer les variations de la résistance de la
roche en fonction du temps, à partir desquelles on évalue les mouvements
possibles (fluage) dans la masse rocheuse. MCDIRC dépend de solutions
analytiques pour l'examen des perturbations de l'état de contrainte. On a
réalisé MCCREEP à partir de MCDIRC; il repose sur l'emploi de la méthode
des éléments finis pour calculer les composantes de contrainte; il est plus
souple que MCDIRC et peut traiter des propriétés de roche non homogènes et
des excavations asymétriques.
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MCCREEP - A MODEL TO ESTIMATE CREEP PRODUCED BY

MICROCRACKING AROUND A CAVITY IN AN INTACT ROCK MASS

by

B.J.S. Wilkins and G.L. Rigby

ABSTRACT

AECL Research is examining the disposal of nuclear fuel waste in a vault in
plutonic rock. Models (MCDIRC and MCROC) have been developed to predict
the mechanical behaviour of the rock in response to excavation and heat
from the waste. The dominant mechanism of deformation at temperatures
below 150°C is microcracking, which results in rock creep and a decrease in
rock strength. MCDIRC has been constructed to consider the perturbation of
the stress state of intact rock by long cylindrical cavities. Slow crack-
growth data are used to estimate time-dependent changes in rock strength,
from which possible movements (creep strain) in the rock mass are esti-
mated. MCDIRC depends on analytical solutions for stress-state perturba-
tions. MCCREEP has been developed from MCDIRC and relies on the use of
finite-element methods to solve for stress states. It is more flexible
than MCDIRC and can deal with non-homogeneous rock properties and non-
symmetrical cavities.
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1. INTRODUCTION

An excavation in rock perturbs the original stress state. Rock creep,

caused by dilation through time-dependent microcracking, occurs in the rock

around the excavation. A model (MCDIRC) exists to estimate the resulting

creep strain [1,2,3,4]. The model deals with an axisymmetrical cavity (a

circular vertical shaft) in rock that is homogeneous and intact. In

MCDIRC, before excavation, the principal stresses act in the vertical and

horizontal directions. Therefore, the shaft radial direction (r) may be

normalized by the original radius (r0), and the creep- and stress-state

components of the model may be expressed analytically. However, cavities

and stress states are not often symmetrical, rock is not often homogeneous,

and symmetrical cavities do not often remain symmetrical because of creep.

This report describes another model, MCCREEP, developed from MCDIRC to

accommodate most cavity shapes, most stress states, and initial rock

properties that may vary either with time and/or position. Further,

MCCREEP can accept the output from MCROC, a model developed to estimate

changes in the elastic modulus of rock related to time-dependent micro-

cracking caused by heat [5]. The nomenclature and symbols used in MCDIRC

are retained in MCCREEP. However, the analytical solutions and methods of

MCDIRC, to find perturbed stress states, are abandoned in MCCREEP in favour

of finite-element methods. A user guide to MCCREEP is available [6].

2. MCDIRC: THE BASIS FOR MCCREEP

Hoek and Brown [7] have produced an expression to calculate the maximum

principal stress at failure (alf) for rock subjected to a triaxial stress

state:

"if = \o3\ + ac[m(a3/ac) + s]
1/ 2 (1)

where a3 is the minimum principal stress, CTC is the uniaxial compressive

strength, and m and s are constants. This enables the stress safety

factor, SF, to be calculated as follows:

SF = alf/ai (2)

where ax is the maximum principal stress. The safety factor is calculated
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along rays emanating from the cavity, and is expressed as SF = g(X), where

X is the normalized distance along the ray.

Time-dependent microcracking causes dilation of the rock, and therefore

reduces rock strength (ac). The outcome is creep strain (e) and a reduc-

tion in SF. The kinetics of L. a process are found from the derivative of

SF with respect to time, which is given by [1,2,3]

d(SF)/dt = [(SF)i3-n>Q<2-n>]/(n - 2) (3)

where Q is a constant whose dimensions are time1/(n"2). Values of n for

various rocks and conditions, and the derivation of Q values are given

elsewhere [1,2,3,4,8,9].

The stress states around cavities excavated in plutons will be compressive.

Therefore, the direction of creep around such cavities will be inward

towards the interior of the cavity. After a period of time, the walls of

the cavity will have moved inward to a new position. Figure 1 illustrates

the inward movement of rock along a given ray. The manner in which the

stress safety factor varies along the ray at time t = 0 is given by

SF = g(X), and at some time, t > 0, by SF = f(X). In this case, for

convenience, the value of SF has been kept constant at the cavity wall. In

practice, as microcracking proceeds everywhere the value of ac decreases,

and, if the stress state is assumed to remain constant, SF also decreases

everywhere, including at the surface of the cavity.

X[r/r9)

FIGURE 1: Stress Safety Factor Versus Normalized Distance into
the Rock (r/ro)
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The time (t) required for the wall movement from X

derived from Equation (3) as follows:

1 to X = £ may be

t = t(SF)2
(n-2 ) _

where (SF)2 > (S?)^ > 0 as defined in Figure 1.

Creep strain (e) decreases with distance away from the cavity and is

estimated by comparing the range of X for g(X) and f(X), for two arbitrary

SF values as shown in Figure 2. At t = 0, the arbitrary SF values, (SF)a
and (SF)b, correspond to positions on the ray Xa and Xb respectively. At

t > 0, (SF), and (SF)b correspond to XA and XB. The displacement (U) along

the ray is given by [(XA - XB) - (Xa - Xb)]. The creep strain is given by

- X b).

(SF)
(SF),

X

FIGURE 2: Stress Safety Factor Versus Normalized Distance into

the Rock (r/ro)

3. DETAILS OF MCCREEP

Consider a vertical section through a long horizontal tunnel, cirr_-7ar in

section, in a homogeneous rock mass where ax t <jy * at (see Figure 3). Two

rays (1 and 2), outward from the centre of the shaft, are shown in the

section. The global stress state after excavation, and hence the stress

states along rays 1 and 2, are found using finite-element methods. Given

the distributions of ae , m and s values in the rock mass, alf and SF are

calculated along rays 1 and 2.
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VERTICAL

ray 2

ray I

HORIZONTAL
(r)

FIGURE 3: Vertical Section Through Horizontal Tunnel

Figure 4 shows a hypothetical distribution of SF, along ray 1 at t = 0,

i.e, SF = g(r). At t = tj, (tx > 0), the tunnel radius (r) has contracted

to p, and the distribution of SF has become SF = f(r). From Equation (3),

f(r) is given by [1]

i(n-2 ) _= g(r)(n-2' - g(a)<n"2) (5)

where (a,b) are the coordinates of a point through which f(r) passes. The

function g(r), and hence f(r), are evaluated numerically from a finite-

element estimate of the stress state. This is in contrast to MCDIRC, where

the stress state is arrived at analytically.

The time t1, required for the wall to creep in from r = r0 to r = p, is

given by Equation (4), and (SF)1 and (SF)2 are defined in Figure 1. As in

MCDIRC [1,2,3,4], to find (SF)2, the range of g(r) must be extrapolated to

include r = p.

For ray 2, the position of the wall at t = tx is where r = ifi. If suffi-

cient rays are considered in this manner, the reduced dimensions of the

cavity can be found at time tx.

Clearly, the creep strain may be different along each ray, and therefore

the shape of the tunnel cross section may change. The assumption made here

is that creep strain, along rays 1 and 2, will be in the direction of the

centre of the original cavity. For initial (small) wall movements this
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FIGURE 4: Stress Safety Factor Versus Radial Distance into

the Rock, Pertaining to Ray 1 in Figure 3

vill be a reasonable assumption. If the cavity changes shape this will

cease to be true.

4. EXAMPLE CALCULATION TO ILLUSTRATE MCCREEP

The example considered is a long horizontal tunnel, 5 m in diameter,

aligned in the direction of ax. Other details are ax = 40 MPa, ay = 35 MPa

at = 20 MPa, n = 19, m = 32, s = 1, a = 0.99 (equivalent to a 25-mm wall

movement), and ac = 175 MPa.

Figure 5 shows a vertical section through the tunnel, at right angles to

its axis. Four rays are shown emanating from the centre of the section.

They are at 0, 30, 60 and 90" to the horizontal. For e.?ch ray, the initial

rate of inward movement of the vail (de/dt) has been calculated. The

results are shown in Table 1. Now, an estimate can be made of the tunnel

shape after a small time interval (better still, after a time corresponding

to a small inward movement of the wall, along a given ray). Then the

stress state can be recalculated and the process repeated to produce a

time-integration scheme.
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e- 60

e= 30

FIGURE 5: Vertical Section Through Tunnel in Example, Shoving
Various Rays

TABLE 1

INVARD CREEP RATE OF CAVITY WALL AS A FUNCTION OF RAY ANGLE 9

8 <•) de/dt (m/s)

0
30
60
90

9.3E-13
6.3E-13
5.5E-09
1.4E-07

In this report, for convenience, the input for MCCREEP vas taken from a

table of stress-state estimates for selected r values, estimated from the

same analytical approach used in MCDIRC [3,4].

5. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

The results, from the example considered, illustrate hov a cavity shape

could change because of differential creep rates, and hov MCCREEP could be

used to keep track of these changes. In addition, the evolution of any

parameter could be accounted for at any time interval. For example, a

time-dependent decrease in rock stiffness caused by heating, as calculated

from MCROC [5], could be introduced into MCCREEP.
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The validity of MCCREEP depends on the application and on the judgement

exercised by the model user. Obviously, the accuracy of MCCREEP predic-

tions will be better with smaller increments of wall movement and with

fewer integration steps. Note that MCCREEP is not intended to deal with

cases where the stress safety factor does not increase in a monotonic

fashion with distance from the cavity. Also, MCCREEP (MCDIRC) depends on

correct estimates of the stress safety factor. This requires correct

estimates of the minimum and maximum principal stresses {a1, a3), which

demand three-dimensional stress analyses.

Finally, although the given example refers to a long horizontal tunnel

aligned in the ax-direction, and rays in a vertical plane, MCCREEP can be

applied to any cavity shape and any ray direction.
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